
STEP 1: REMOVE FILTER
Remove the air filter from the intake pipe, the OE airbox,

or the custom assembly. Handling carefully, lightly tap off

all loose dirt and debris.

STEP 2: APPLY CLEANER
Liberally spray Synthetic Air Filter Cleaner #99-0624 onto

both sides of the filter, with the majority of it applied to the

dirty side. Allow to soak in for 10 minutes. Do not allow it

to dry on the air filter.

STEP 3: RINSE FILTER
Rinse off the filter element with cool or warm (not hot)

water from the clean side out in order to flush the dirt out

of the filter. It may be necessary to use your fingers on the

hose, to apply light water pressure. Repeat steps 2 and 3,

until the water flowing through the media is completely

clear of any dirt and debris.

STEP 4: DRY AND RE-INSTALL
After rinsing, gently shake off excess water. Allow filter to dry naturally, or use compressed air from 12” away to speed the drying cycle. The filter should be dry,

or just slightly damp before re-installing. Re-install the filter onto the intake system or into the airbox. Follow all original installation instructions.

LIGHT DUTY AIR FILTER 
CLEANING INSTRUCTIONS
AND WARRANTY DETAILS

NO OIL
REQUIRED

K&N LIMITED LIFETIME WARRANTY
K&N Hybrid Air Filters purchased from Authorized Dealers are backed by a Limited Lifetime Warranty when used for the application for which they were designed.

If one of these products ever fails to provide complete satisfaction, K&N will replace it. K&N Hybrid Air Filters are warranted to be free from defects in material and

workmanship. K&N Engineering, Inc. will repair the damaged engine or equipment in the event of an engine or equipment failure directly caused by a defective

K&N Hybrid Air Filter, which was properly installed following the engine or equipment manufacturer's recommended service intervals. Claims for engine or 

equipment repairs provided under this warranty must be submitted within 30 days after discovery of damage. K&N Engineering, Inc. reserves the right to examine

the engine or equipment and filter to determine the amount of damage and whether it was caused by a defective K&N Hybrid Air Filter.

EXTENT OF WARRANTY
Any defective K&N Hybrid Air Filter properly returned to K&N will be replaced. K&N reserves the right to determine whether the terms of the warranty, set out

above, have been properly complied with. In the event that the terms are not complied with, K&N shall be under no obligation to honor this warranty. K&N will

not be responsible for any indirect, consequential, special, contingent, or other damages. This warranty gives you specific legal rights.  You may have other

rights which vary from state to state. Engine and equipment manufacturer's warranties remain in effect when K&N Hybrid Air Filters are used. 
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